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Supported metallic nanoparticles (NPs) are widely used as nanocatalysts, and the 
performance depends intimately to their supported 3-D structures. Quantitative 
measurements from STEM high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging can provide 
3-D information for supported metal NPs [1, 2]. The measured absolute integral intensity 
displayed monotonic dependence on the NP size, for Au NPs up to ~6500 atoms [3]. The
scattering cross-section from individual NPs were quantitatively measured [2, 4], and the 
number of atoms, e.g. in Re6 NPs, was counted using a dedicated VG-STEM via 
comparison of the integral intensity and the theoretical electron scattering factor of an 
atom [4]. This quantitative STEM (QSTEM) technique is based on the experimental 
integral intensity from NPs, and it can be achieved in a STEM with intermediate 
resolution (around 0.2 nm). We recently have achieved this technique on JEM-2100F 
based on no any modifications [5]. In QSTEM, HAADF detector efficiency is first 
accurately determined regarding to true trajectories of scattered electrons striking the 
detector.  The HAADF detector image was taken under its linear response range using a
fine and low current probe in an angle scan mode under free lens control. The scanning 
angle was calibrated with a STEM electron diffraction pattern from Au (100). The half 
detector inner and outermost angles were 100.3 and 252.1 mrad, respectively. 

Commercial -Al2O3 powders were spread on ultra-thin C-grids, and Au NPs were then 
evaporated on to such grids in an UHV e-beam system. The grids were heated at 275 oC,
and Au NPs were created through self-assembly on both -Al2O3 supports and the carbon 
film. As -Al2O3 contributed to the HAADF imaging as background, which should be 
subtracted in order to obtain the true integral intensity of each Au NP for QSTEM 
measurements. A circle of two pixel expansion around a NP was selected for the 
background estimate [3, 5], as illustrated in Fig.1, based on symmetric background (c). 
The asymmetric (f) case from NPs seated at the edge of -Al2O3 supports can lead errors 
and should be avoided. The NP diameter was measured from the full width at half 
maximum of the intensity profile across the NP, and/or based on the average of the long 
and short diameters in case the NP is not round in shape. Fig. 2(a) is a selected HAADF 
image of Au NPs taken under the QSTEM imaging conditions. The beam current was 
measured with the GIF CCD camera.  The numbers of atoms and diameters of individual 
Au NPs have been measured, e.g. labeled in Fig. 2(a). The entire measurements are 
presented in histograms for number of atoms in Fig. 2(b) and size of the Au NPs in 
Fig.2(c). Fig.2 (d) is a plot of the number of atoms vs. the diameters of Au NPs to show 
their 3-D shapes. The average size of Au NPs is 0.9±0.2 nm with average of 17±11 Au-
atoms. The large range (±11 atoms) of the average atom number for Au NPs indicates a 
variety of 3-D shapes of Au NPs even though they have a relatively narrow size 
distribution at the 2-D projection (diameter around 0.9 nm), e.g. the difference in the 
number of atoms between spherical and hemi-spherical nanoparticle is a factor of two. 
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Our QSTEM technique with single frame of HAADF images and measured probe current 
can directly provide structure information of diameters with corresponded numbers of 
atoms in NPs. Therefore the 3-D structure of the supported metal NP can be determined 
through modeling from these two key parameters.
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Fig. 1. Background estimate: Symmetric background (c) from a Au NP/ -Al2O3 in (a). 
The Au NPs seating at edge of -Al2O3 in (d) should be avoided as the asymmetric 
background (f) can lead errors. (b) and (e) are the measured regions for Au NPs. 

Fig. 2. (a) A representative HAADF image of Au NPs/ -Al2O3, and sizes and numbers of 
Au atoms in Au NPs were measured via QSTEM; The histograms of atom numbers (b) 
and sizes (c) of Au NPs. The number of atoms vs. the diameters of Au NPs (d) revealed 
various 3-D structures of Au NPs self-assembled during the e-beam evaporation.  
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